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. ..------73,y7 At the beginning of this project, ultra-high resolution SAR imagery was not readily available. Consequently, a significant part of the work consisted of obtaining the required data. In March of 1998, over 1400 images were collected using a Sandia Kaband radar with a resolution of 0.051 meters. Target vehicles in the scene consisted of two M-1 13 personnel transports, two HMMWV trucks, one T-62 tank and one T-72 tank.
A second more extensive data collection was also carried out in June of 1999. Over 3000 images and 70 km2 of clutter were obtained using a Sandia test-bed Ku-band radar with a resolution of 0.10 meters. Two SCUD missile launchers, two T-72 tanks, and one T-62 tank were the vehicles in the scene. Figure 1 shows photographs of target vehicles from both data collections.
Several methods for exploiting complex data were analyzed during this program. These include phase feature extraction, inverse scattering, sub-aperture processing, and coherent change detection. Phase feature extraction examined an approach advocated by Rihaczek (Rihaczek and Hershkowitz 1996) for categorizing peaks by their phase characteristics. This approach was abandoned early on when preliminary analysis indicated it would not be usefi.d. The inverse scattering method relied on a model of the electromagnetic interactions to extract target shape information. Inverse scattering techniques are notoriously ill-posed and a key part of the method was a modification of regularization techniques developed for inverse acoustic scattering (Colton and Kress 1998) . Unfortunately, there was not sufficient time to implement this approach and therefore its usefulness could not be evaluated. Sub-aperture processing was employed to analyze peak stability and to resample high-resolution images to lower resolutions. An interesting result of the work was that in some situations, analyzing the movement of peaks across sub-apertures reveals surface curvature of the target. Sub-aperture processing also demonstrated potential for suppressing clutter.
The remainder of this report describes the coherent identification (CID) algorithm that is based on coherent change detection techniques (Jakowatz et al. 1996) . Coherent change detection (COCD) is a powerfi.d method developed to highlight subtle changes between SAR images. The challenge for applying COCD to an ATR algorithm is adjusting the sensitivity so that different serial numbers and conjurations of a target can still be recognized without accepting false alarms. Initial results from both the sub-aperture processing and CID approaches led to additional funding from the Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA). Sandia Report SAND2OOO-21O1 by K. M. Simonson discusses some of this DARPA work.
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CID Overview
Following the success of other Sandia ATR algorithms, the CID algorithm relies on templates created from training data to identify targets. 
Alignment Process
The performance of CID is critically dependent on the alignment of the template and test chip. h general, inteferometric image comparisons require sub-pixel alignment. For CID this is done in four steps. The fust step obtains course, pixel-level, estimates of translation differences between the template and test chip. The second step then refines these estimates to sub-pixel levels and simultaneously corrects for rotations. Both of these steps ignore phase information and operate on just magnitude data. Conversely, the third and fourth steps of the alignment process concentrate on just the phase data. The phase adjustment steps follow the same organization as the magnitude alignment. The third step does a course phase error estimate followed by refinements in the fourth step. Details of the four alignment steps are discussed below.
The course magnitude alignment starts by finding integer translations m,n that maximize the correlation expression Cm.=~~lT1l
pi_m,j-n i=l j=l where the summations are over all non-zero template pixels. The translations are found by simply varying m,n and looking for the largest Cm. Since templates are usually valid over some small (e.g., fl.5°) aspect angle range, course rotation angle estimates are simply taken to be the template design angle.
Sub-pixel refinements to the translation and rotation estimates are determined from the expression for S(O,a) , discrete pixels Pijare now represented by a continuous function p (R(z9)xv -a) . The function is created from the ;est chip using a twodimensional spline interpolation. The sub-pixel rotation angle 0 and displacement vector a are found simultaneously using an iterative Levenberg-Marquardt (Press et al. 1992) algorithm to maximize S. Starting values for the iterations come from the course solutions: Z9=f3,and a = (m, n)=.
After aligning the test chip and template magnitudes, phase errors must be minimized. This is accomplished by minimizing the expression:
where N is the number of template phase pixels, @~is the template phase,~~is the test chip phase, and x.=(i., jJ is the two-dimensional location of pixel n. The phase errors q and k=(kl, k2) are estimated through a similar process as the rotation and translation errors. Approximate values are found through a brute-force search and then refined by a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm that minimizes G.
The pixels used in estimating phase errors area subset of those used in magnitude alignment. Some magnitude pixels are eliminated if their phase is questionable. These points are identified by performing a line integral of the phase difference around a pixel. In particular, the expression is evaluated for each pixel. Pixels with QV# Oare dropped from the phase error estimation since they may be confounded with layover effects. These are the same pixels that cause difficulties unwrapping phase (Ghiglia and Pritt 1998) .
One final point that needs to be mentioned is that all of the alignment is done in the ground plane. Since Sandia radars form images in the slant plane (Carrara et al. 1995) , target chips are first transformed to the ground plane to eliminate range foreshortening. This improves rotational alignment because the physical dimensions of the target are correct in the ground plane. An alternative approach could still use the slant plane, but an estimate of the range foreshortening would need to be calculated.
Template Generation
Template generation for most of the Sandia ATR algorithms starts by dividing a set of target chips into different groups covering a range of aspect and depression angles. Typical ranges are fl.5°in aspect and+ 1°in depression; covering a full 360°in aspect then requires 72 templates. Next, target chips in each angle group are aligned and combined into a mean chip representative of the group. Finally, a template mask is formed by extracting regions of the mean chip characteristic of the target signature (e.g., bright specular and dark shadow areas). The template mask for CID is generated by a simple spot-growing algorithm. The brightest pixel on the target serves as the starting point and additional pixels are added at each successive brightness Ievel. The process continues until a specified number of pixels are in the mask. CID templates are therefore "bright-only" masks. Figure 2 is a flow chart showing the CID template design process. The goal is to develop a template that gives the best coherent correlation score over all the design chips.
Starting with an angIe group of N target chips, each chip is treated in turn as the basis for a template mask. The chip having the best average correlation with all the other chips serves as the reference chip. Each of the remaining N-1 chips is then combined with the reference chip to form N-1 means composed of two chips. The two-chip mean with the highest average correlation then serves as the starting point for creating three-chip means from the remaining N-2 chips. This process continues until all chips have been added to the mean. The combination of chips giving the best average correlation over all the design chips is retained as the template mean. Unfortunately, there are no guarantees this ad hoc approach produces the best template. At most, it creates a template that is locally optimal but not necessarily globally optimal over all possible chip combinations. More work is needed to improve the template design process.
In a manner similar to the alignment process, the template mean is created by separately combining the magnitudes and phases of the individual chips. The mean magnitude lTijl comes from the mean of the N chip magnitudes (lpu~lfor the nth chip), and the mean phase @vis calculated as a vector sum of the ph=w @j~of the individuc hips, identifies the reference chip having the best correlation with all of the other chips. The template mean and mask made from the green and blue chips are shown in Figure 4 . The "Swiss cheese" appearance of the mask comes from the phase consistency check described earlier that excludes some bright points. 
Results
Figure 5 presents results of correlating the 60°T-72 template from the last section with several chips: The lower row consists of the correlation maps with dark areas indicating small a values and therefore weak correlation. The numbers below the maps indicate the average correlation with the template. These examples represent typical results. Figure 6 shows pixel probability distributions over a more complete set of 60°test chips and clutter. With a detection probability of 100%, four false alarms occurred in 26 krn2 (false alarm rate of 0.153 km-2) and no false alarms occurred at a detection probability of 93% (false alarm rate c 0.0382 lcm-2).
Unfortunately, there was insufficient time to completely evaluate the CID algorithm and consequently many important questions are lefl unanswered. Limited testing performed to date indicates CID templates should probably be trained over smaller angle ranges than other magnitude-only algorithms. Image level coherent change detection usually requires angle differences no more than d0.5°. Fortunately, manmade targets correlate over a wider range; however, the optimum range for CID templates still needs to be determined. One surprising result of the preliminary testing is that the CID algorithm performance does not appear to be strongly dependent on resolution.
A significant open question concerns CID robustness. The pixel probability distributions in Figure 6 show that templates trained on one model of T-72 with grenade launchers and fuel drums (#877) are able to reject another model of T-72 (#803) without these features. Although this can be a desirable algorithm characteristic for vehicle "fingerprinting", it would not be desirable for a general ATR system designed to find arbitrary T-72 tanks. Testing still needs to be done to assess CID performance with templates trained on both T-72 models. Figures 7 and 8 provide evidence that CID has some tolerance for image qurdity and vehicle variability. Figure 7 shows a blurred T-62 tank and the resulting correlation map with a T-62 template. Figure 8 shows a correlation map for a T-62 in a different configuration. One turret hatch and several equipment boxes on the left side were opened and an engine cover at the rear was removed. As can be seen, in both examples there is good correlation.
In conclusion, the CID algorithm has demonstrated the ability to identify targets and reject both clutter and confusing vehicles; however, additional testing is needed to fully assess the algorithm's overall usefulness.
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